LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS
FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

B. A.

1. Staff Merit Scholarship for highest marks in B.A. Part II E.M

SHAIK SHABNAM  D/O SHAIK ZAKIR AHMED  56161301

2. Chuda Bai Merit Scholarship for highest marks in B.A. Part I & II.

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

3. Dr. Nittala Krishna Brahmam Cash Prize for highest marks in History.

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

4. B.V.Harnoor Memorial Merit Scholarship and Rolling Trophy for securing Highest marks in History B.A Part II.

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

5. Staff Merit Scholarship for Highest marks in B.A part I.

T.D.DEEPTHI PRIYA  D/O T.DEEVADAS  56161304

6. Y.D.James Gold medal for Topper in B.A (English ) Part I.

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

T.D.DEEPTHI PRIYA  D/O T.DEEVADAS  56161304

7. Reverend K.Dayanand Bhaskar and Smt.Hemalatha Bhaskar Cash Prize & Rolling cup for the student who secured highest marks in English Language & Literature (ELL) in B.A

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

8. Akkeraju Mallikarjuna Rao Gold Medal for Highest Marks in ELL.

PALADI NAGINA SHASHANKA  D/O PALADIN RAMA NAGENDRA RAO  56161302

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal committee Members

Ms.K.Sindhuri, Coordinator,Dept. of Commerce
Ms.W.Sarada,Dept. of Computer Science
Ms.Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms.Anuradha,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.D.Sravanthi,Dept. of Chemistry
LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS
FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

B.Com

1. Staff Endowments Scholarship for highest marks in B.Com. Part II E.M.
   K.VANAJA D/O K.THIRUPATHAIAH  56163184

2. Chuda Bai merit scholarship for highest marks in B.Com. Part I&II
   K.VANAJA D/O K.THIRUPATHAIAH  56163184

3. Dorothy Nagaraj Rolling Trophy for highest marks in B.Com I.
   T.PRIYANKA D/O T. RAJU  56183189

   K.VANAJA D/O K.THIRUPATHAIAH  56163184

5. K.V.H Narsimha rao and Smt. K.Durga Mahalaxmi Rolling trophy for the student secured highest percentage of marks in B.Com (General / Computers ) (Sponsered by Dr.B.Prameela)
   K.VANAJA D/O K.THIRUPATHAIAH  56163184

6. K .V.H Narsimha rao and smt. K.Durga Mahalaxmi Cash prize for the student secured highest percentage of marks in B.Com (General / Computers ) (Sponsered by Dr.B.Prameela)
   K.VANAJA D/O K.THIRUPATHAIAH  56163184

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal committee Members
Ms.K.Sindhuri,Coordinator,Dept. of Commerce
Ms.W.Sarada,Dept. of Computer Science
Ms.Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms.Anuradha,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.D.Sravanthi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Vijayalaxmi,Dept. of zoology
Ms.Pavani,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.Dr.Pallavi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Mercy, Dept. of English
LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS
FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

B. Sc

1. Sri Madi Reddy Ram Reddy Gold Medal for highest marks in B.Sc Part I & II
   
   Y.SHALINI REDDY  D/O Y.KARUNAKAR REDDY  56165404

2. Dr.P.Seshagiri Rao Gold Medal for highest marks in Chemistry II Year
   
   K.SushmaD/O K.Ashok  56175506

3. Dronam Raju Subbamma & Bucchi Narayana Murthy Merit Scholarship for highest marks in
   Physics in B.Sc. I Year.
   
   N.DIVYA  D/O N.VIJAY KUMAR  56185236

4. Dronam Raju Subbamma & Bucchi Narayana Murthy Merit Scholarship for highest marks in
   Physics in B.Sc. II Year.
   
   B.SNEHITHA  D/O B.JAGANNATHAM  56175221

5. Sri Madi Reddy Ram Reddy & Madi Reddy Lakshmi Bai Scholarship for highest marks in
   Chemistry.
   
   K.REKHA  D/O K.RAMULU  56165521

6. Chuda Bai Merit Scholarship for highest marks in B.Sc. Part I& II.
   
   Y.SHALINI REDDY  D/O Y.KARUNAKAR REDDY  56165404

7. Dr. G.P Udaya Lakshmi Cash Prize for highest marks in Botany E.M.
   
   P.SUSHMA  D/O P.NARSIMHA CHARY  56165555

8. Staff Endowments Scholarship for highest marks in B.Sc. Part II E.M.
   
   Y.SHALINI REDDY  D/O Y.KARUNAKAR REDDY  56165404

9. Mathematics Staff Merit cash prize for highest marks in Mathematics.
   
   Y.SHALINI REDDY  D/O Y.KARUNAKAR REDDY  56165404
10. A.S.N. Chary Rolling cup for highest marks in Mathematics.

Y. SHALINI REDDY  D/O Y. KARUNAKAR REDDY  56165404


K. REKHA  D/O K. RAMULU  56165521

12. Alumni Association Gold Medal for securing highest marks in B.Sc (Bio-Tech) is shared by

ANSHU SINGH  D/O RAVINDER SINGH  561651010

O. VAISHNAVI  D/O O. BHASKER RAO  561651049

13. Prof. P. Narasimha Reddy Rolling Cup and Cash Prize for highest marks in Statistics in B.Sc. I & II year put together

M. SUSHMA  D/O M. ANANTHSAYAN RAO  56175412

14. Dr. M. Surekha Reddy Gold medal and Rolling Trophy for topper in B.Sc. Forensic Science

O. VAISHNAVI  D/O O. BHASKER RAO  561651049

15. Mr. Yeluri Sreeramas Rolling Cup and Cash prize for highest marks in B.Sc. Physics I & II

B. SNEHITHA  D/O B. JAGANNATHAM  56175221

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal Committee members
Ms. K. Sindhuri, Coordinator, Dept. of Commerce
Ms. W. Sarada, Dept. of Computer Science
Ms. Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms. Anuradha, Dept. of Journalism
Ms. D. Sravanthi, Dept. of Chemistry
Ms. Vijayalaxmi, Dept. of Zoology
Ms. Pavani, Dept. of Journalism
Ms. Dr. Pallavi, Dept. of Chemistry
Ms. Mercy, Dept. of English
LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS 
FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

GENERAL

1. Panbai Pannalal Pitty Gold Medal for highest marks in Hindi Part I
APOORVA SHARMA  D/O VISHAL SHARMA  56173134

DANDU AKSHITHA  D/ODANDU SRINIVAS  561751130

DANDU AKSHITHA  D/O DANDU SRINIVAS  561751130

4. Sangam Lakshmi Bai Prize for highest marks in Sanskrit Part I
B.DIVYA D/O B.SATISH56175224

5. Rai Suraj Chand merit scholarship for highest marks in Hindi S.L
APOORVA SHARMA  D/O VISHAL SHARMA  56173134

6. Smt.P.Bala Tripura Sundari Gold Medal for highest marks in S.L Sanskrit
B.DIVYA  D/O B.SATISH  56175224

7. Smt. Yeluri Seemanthini Rolling Cup and Cash Prize for highest marks in English I and II year put together
AVANI RAWAL  D/O PEEYUSH RAWAL  561751027

8. Sri K Bhujanga Reddy Merit Scholarship for securing highest marks in Telugu Part I
DANDU AKSHITHA  D/O DANDU SRINIVAS  561751130

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal Committee members
Ms.K.Sindhuri,Coordinator,Dept. of Commerce
Ms.W.Sarada,Dept. of Computer Science
Ms.Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms.Anuradha,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.D.Sravanthi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Vijayalaxmi,Dept. of zoology
Ms.Pavani,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.Dr.Pallavi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Mercy , Dept. of English
LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS
FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

MBA

1. College Gold Medal for Topper in MBA
   **M.ASHWINI  D/O M.VITTAL RAO  14166672015**

2. Highest Marks in Finance
   **M.ASHWINI  D/O M.VITTAL RAO  14166672015**

3. Highest Marks in HRM
   **M.ASHWINI  D/O M.VITTAL RAO  14166672015**

4. Highest Marks in Marketing
   **V.PRIYANKA  D/O V.SHIVARAM  14166672048**

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal Committee members
Ms. K. Sindhuri, Coordinator, Dept. of Commerce
Ms. W. Sarada, Dept. of Computer Science
Ms. Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms. Anuradha, Dept. of Journalism
Ms. D. Sravanthi, Dept. of Chemistry
Ms. Vijayalaxmi, Dept. of Zoology
Ms. Pavani, Dept. of Journalism
Ms. Dr. Pallavi, Dept. of Chemistry
Ms. Mercy, Dept. of English
LIST OF GOLD MEDALS/ MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS /CASH PRIZES/ ROLLING CUPS FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018

MSC(Mathematics)

1. Koride Raghupathi Rao and Prof.Koride Kamala Memorial Cash prize for securing Highest Marks in Mathematics
   AMALA  D/O ABHIRAM KUMAR     117216505025

2. Smt. Vangala Hymavathi Cenetary Gold Medal for Topper in M.Sc (mathematics ) given by Prof. Shiva Rama Prasad
   AMALA  D/O ABHIRAM KUMAR     117216505025

Best Student award:

1. J.D. Italia Shield for the best student in Degree.

   APOORVA SHARMA  D/O VISHAL SHARMA     56173134

Disclaimer: If any discrepancies found, please contact the Gold Medal Committee members
Ms.K.Sindhuri,Coordinator,Dept. of Commerce
Ms.W.Sarada,Dept. of Computer Science
Ms.Shireen, Dept. of Physics
Ms.Anuradha,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.D.Sravanthi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Vijayalaxmi,Dept. of zoology
Ms.Pavani,Dept. of Journalism
Ms.Dr.Pallavi,Dept. of Chemistry
Ms.Mercy , Dept. of English